
Once in a while a truly innovative tool is introduced that is so obviously technically superior that it evokes the question 
“why didn’t someone think of that before”. Keencut TECHNIC is just such a product. Remarkably different to any other 
rotary cutter, the Keencut Technic is the culmination of 34 years experience in the design and manufacturing of world-
class advanced cutting machines.

Made possible with the astonishing power of computer-aided design, Keencut’s patented “advanced rotary cutter” 
system eliminates the instability of overhead rail cutters. The unique sub-surface monorail bearing system gives a clear 
view of the cut line. The mechanism cannot distort under heavy cutting pressure. Two clamp rollers provide secure 
double clamping during cutting with up to double the gripping effectiveness of any other rotary cutter. The two tungsten 
steel cutting wheels give unrivalled performance and long life with two-way cutting on every one of the 13 models in the 
range. The Technic is available in sizes from 30.5cm (12”) to 305cm (120”). Models from 76cm (30”) upward feature a 
wide entry clamp and an adjustable squaring arm as standard.

A derivation of the Technic ARC is the TECHNIC TE. Designed to fit the edge of any work surface, 
the TE (table edge) will turn the most basic workbench into a superb cutting table ideal 
for large format materials. The TE cuts in both directions and has the added 
advantage of increasing the working area to enable easy alignment 
and effortless single-handed trimming. The TECHNIC TE is 
available in five sizes from 100cm (40”) to 300cm 
(120”)

arc & arc te

ARC TE SIZES
 

100cm - 40”
150cm - 60”
200cm - 80”
250cm - 100”
300cm - 120”
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ARC SIZES
 

106cm - 42”
150cm - 60”
200cm - 80”
250cm - 100”
300cm - 120”

Stand kit with waste catcher & roll-
feed bar available for this product

THE WORLD’S FINEST CUTTING MACHINES



Features

Accessories

5 year Guarantee

Cuts easily in both directions

Twin rotary blades and full-length fixed blade strip

Screws to the edge of an existing workbench (TE only)

Two integral roller clamps and full-length fixed blade strip

Integral aluminium base-plate with metric parallel indents

Innovative and unique sub-surface monorail bearing system

Aluminium anodised base for strength and life long good looks 

Optional extended squaring arm (91cm - 36”) for improved accuracy and versatility

Purpose-built stands with waste catcher and roll-feed bar; available as an optional accessory

SteelTraK

Stands

All Keencut products are 100% Manufactured by Keencut technicians in Corby, England 
99.998% of source materials are made in the UK and EU

Evolution Safety Straight Edges

Related Products
visit www.keencut.co.uk for more information

Stand Sizes
 
STP3 - Stand, Waste Catcher & Roll-Feed Bar for 106cm (42”) cutter
STP6 - Stand, Waste Catcher & Roll-Feed Bar for 150cm (60”) cutter 
STP7 - Stand, Waste Catcher & Roll-Feed Bar for 200cm (80”) cutter 
STP8 - Stand, Waste Catcher & Roll-Feed Bar for 250cm (100”) cutter
STP9 - Stand, Waste Catcher & Roll-Feed Bar for 300cm (120”) cutter

STO3 - Stand only for 106cm (42”) cutter
STO6 - Stand only for 150cm (60”) cutter 
STO7 - Stand only for 200cm (80”) cutter 
STO8 - Stand only for 250cm (100”) cutter
STO9 - Stand only for 300cm (120”) cutter 


